Further evidence for the molecular heterogeneity of chronic myeloid leukemia.
Cytogenetic and molecular techniques were performed on samples obtained from 29 patients with chronic myelocytic leukemia (CML); 27 were in the chronic phase and two were in blast crisis. A further five cases were also analyzed, two with atypical CML (aCML), one with chronic neutrophilic leukemia (CNL), and two with juvenile CML (JCML). Most of the cases with typical CML were Philadelphia chromosome (Ph) positive and had a rearrangement within the major breakpoint cluster region (M-bcr). One of these cases was shown to be Ph positive but showed no rearrangement within the M-bcr. Two cases with clinical features typical of CML were Ph negative. One of these showed a rearrangement within the M-bcr, but no rearrangement was demonstrated in the other. Both patients in blast crisis were Ph positive and M-bcr positive. One showed a second Ph. Patients with aCML were Ph negative and had no M-bcr rearrangement. A polymorphism within the M-bcr was found with BglII in one case. No Ph chromosome or M-bcr rearrangement was found in CNL or JCML. These data support the molecular heterogeneity reported in CML.